Delta 1600 series parts diagram

Hover over any image below to see a top-level shot of the product. Answer step-by-step
questions to narrow down the results to your product model number resulting in a link to the
product detail page containing a list of parts and a parts diagram. This is the series cartridge;
valve mfg. Seats are included with this kit. The dark, gray cap was a lighter shade of gray until
The adapter and seal assembly is included, or available separately as RP Current RP cartridge
that began shipping in Valve Cartridge - Peerless. This is the original cartridge used in the B
and B series faucets Ceramic seats and springs used with RP stem units. Contact Us. Where to
Buy. If you need help identifying your model number, use the Product Identifier Tool. Back
Answer more detailed questions to narrow down matching products. Matching Products. View
Matching Products. Back Matching Products. Back Matching Product Results Please select your
product from the best matches below:. Sign up for our newsletter Never miss a beat - get the
latest products and innovations sent right to your inbox. First Name. Last Name. Email Address.
Contact Us. Where to Buy. Model : RP RP is rated 4. Finish: Chrome. Availability: In stock.
Register Product. Installation Information. Connection Type :. Date published: Excellent
company! Rated 5 out of 5 by electricroo from Worked Great Worked great. The valve is 42
years old when the house was built. Good life service I would say. The kit was easy to install.
The bonet was hard to get off. Tried heat from a torch but ended up cutting a groove carefully
with a dremel then splitting the bonet with a screw driver as if you twist it with a wrench you will
damage the valve assembly if it is tight. Found a plug for the diverter and installed a spout wit
diverter in it. Rated 5 out of 5 by MR J from Should have used this kit years ago!! Until recently I
was not aware of the availability of this kit, so I would keep replacing parts with a third party
supplier every six months or so. The kit was very easy to install, the most difficult portion being
aligning the face plate bolts to the plumbing screw holes in the wall. After that, you follow the
instructions and it is easy. For decades, we had got used to the chrome finish shower valve that
came with the house so had to decide to go with the chrome or stainless steel kit, we chose the
stainless steel finish - looks great too. Their tech support is excellent too, I just needed to
confirm if what I thought during the install was correct or not, and received an email adding to
the confidence that I had done the install correctly. Easy to install, and it works and looks great.
Rated 2 out of 5 by DD36 from Does not work well This kit looks great but the water temp does
not adjust as well as the old setup. Rated 4 out of 5 by cachappy from Just what we Needed
Perfect Date published: Rated 5 out of 5 by Kirk from Nice Product I bought this unit 18 months
ago and it was easy to install and is working perfect. Hi Kafdem, Thank you for your question.
Please click the link below to view our selection of tub spouts in the Venetian Bronze finish.
Does the renovation kit work with the series shower faucet that came with a metal handle? I
believe that my shower faucet has the RP70 stainless ball in the valve and not the RP that the kit
references. Is the RP a replacement or upgrade for the RP70? I am pretty sure the valve body is
the same. Thank you for your question. Delta Faucet model RP will work with the metal handle.
Answered by: Delta1. I used this kit to renovate our shower. The lever weighs enough to shut off
the water when in the central position. On the old version there was a ring on the cam to adjust
the tension on the ball. Is there something similar for the lever cam? OK Rossana so what
should I do to prevent it turning off from the weight of the handle? Answered by: meholmes. I
have a series faucet with the crystal ball. If I use this renovation kit RP, is there anything else I
need to do to convert it to a tub spout diverter other than just buying RP and the plug cap RP
Any plumbing additions or alterations or just screw on new tub spout? Delta Faucet model RP
does include everything needed to upgrade the series faucet except the showerhead, shower
arm, shower flange and tub spout. If you do have a diverter on your escutcheon plate, you will
also need to purchase the RP push button diverter plug and then pick a tub spout that has a
diverter included on it. Need more than the rennov. Do I buy all those separately and does delta
have them Would those also be available at a store like Home Depot or Lowes? Hi Babs, Thank
you for your question. Delta Faucet model RP is the renovation kit for the series faucets. It is
everything that you will need at the valve and does not include the tub spout, shower arm,
shower flange, or tub drain. You can pair them with any of our showerheads and tub spouts or
tub drains by matching the Chrome finish. Check with your local retailer or wholesaler for a
wide variety of choices. Jody Answered by: Delta1. Can I get this product in Brushed Nickle?
Thank you for your question, Chester 48! What part do I need to fill the gap shown in the
photograph? I recently submitted a question to Delta inquiring if the existing acrylic ball on my
series shower faucet could be replaced with an ADA compliant lever. Thank you for your advise
and guidance. The lever RP fits and accommodates my needs very efficiently. However, there is
still a problem. In the attached photograph, you can see that there is a part missing between the
base of the lever and the hole in the escutcheon. Hi Marjorie, Thank you for your question. The
pictured faucet is missing the RP sleeve that will cover the exposed portion of the brass valve
body. Use this kit to upgrade Delta ? Can this reno kit be used on a Delta faucet that uses what

appears to be an RP cartridge? Can you replace the cartridge with the ball? Hi Bob, Thank you
for your question. Currently there is not a renovation kit available for the series faucets, the kit
will not work. The trim sleeve and escutcheon are still available for the , but only in the chrome
finish. Thanks, Dave Answered by: DeltaFaucet2. Recommended products. Contact Us. Where
to Buy. Parts Repair Parts. Model : RP RP is rated 4. Finish: Not Applicable. Availability: In
stock. Installation Information. Connection Type :. Rated 5 out of 5 by jet from just as promised
The parts came quickly and were just as promised. Installed quickly and did the trick. Date
published: Rated 4 out of 5 by wizonator from really reliable I am very pleased with the service.
Could not find the right replacement. Otherwise, I would have had to replace the whole faucet
Thank You Date published: Hot water pipes are corroded in my house and shower has no
volume for hot water, but sink next to it does. Will replacing rp cartridge help get some hot
water pressure?? Hi, Castleholmesmike! Thank you for your question. However a round or disc
type escutcheon in now available. Is this avail in brushed nickle? Hi, Jimmer! Thank you for
your question, dougulus! The series cartridge, part number RP has a visible set screw located
on the brass stem that can be easily adjusted to allow hotter water. Best regards, Edward
Answered by: Delta Faucet. Where exactly do the rubber seats and springs get inserted? Hi
Henry, Thank you for your question. The seats and srings will be located behind the RP stem
unit in the valve body itself. The spring's wider end goes in the hole first and the opposite
tapered end of the spring is then covered by the rubber seat. Thanks, Dave Answered by:
DeltaFaucet2. I need the valve with integral stops that fits this stem. Where can I get it? Hi, Will!
We do apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. Can the rectangular series Escutcheon
still be purchased? Hi, Pig! Unfortunately, we no longer make the square escutcheon plate for
our Delta Series Faucet. Does this protect from shower going scalding hot if a toilet in second
bath gets flushed? Delta Faucet model RP was used in the series model faucets. It was used in
the pressure balanced and non-pressure balanced faucets. The cartridge itself is not pressure
balanced. Answered by: Delta1. Where can I find a new set of springs for the rubber seats? The
new cartridge comes with new rubber seats, but no springs. Hi Zeb, Thank you for your
question. The spring is available as a single piece as RP You get 2 seats and 2 springs in RP
Most hardware stores or home centers should stock the RP but would have to order the RP
Recommended products. Chrome tub shower trim kits for delta delta faucet rp tub shower old
series delta shower faucet delta scald guard series delta bathtub and shower valve repair parts
delta escutcheon series tub. Need help identifying tub faucet delta scaldguard terry love brcraft
series delta tub and shower cartridge white delta scald guard help identifying old shower faucet
plate chrome tub shower trim kits for delta valley and moen brcraft series delta tub and shower
cartridge white delta rp other escutcheon series tub shower. Our website is made possible by
displaying online advertisements to our visitors. Please consider supporting us by disabling
your ad blocker. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cooki
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Related Articles. Ad Blocker Detected Our website is made possible by displaying online
advertisements to our visitors. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your
browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary.

